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The Gulf War of 1991 2008-07-15 examines the modern military campaign of the gulf war
Essential Histories 2003 ��������� ������ ���
The Collapse of Yugoslavia 2004 the full text of the history of mexico from pre
conquest to present traces the last 500 years of mexican history from the indigenous
empires devastated by the spanish conquest through the 21st century including the
election of 2012 written in a clear and accessible manner the book offers a
straightforward chronological survey of mexican history from pre colonial times to the
present and includes a glossary as well as numerous images and tables for comprehensive
study this version the essential history of mexico streamlines and updates the text of
the full first edition to make it easier for classroom use helpful pedagogy has been
added for contextualization and support including side by side world and mexican
timelines at the beginning of each chapter that place the national events from each
chapter in broader global context bolded keywords that draw attention to important
terms cultural and biography boxes in each chapter that help highlight aspects of
social history primary documents in each chapter that allow historical actors to speak
directly to students annotated suggestions for further reading in addition the
companion website provides many valuable tools for students and instructors including
links to online resources and videos discussion questions and images and figures from
the book
���� 2003-08 essential history for public administration offers public affairs faculty
and students a concise introduction to crucial elements of american history creating a
foundation for stronger discussion of current conditions in governance and management
it is designed as a brief supplemental text for use in public affairs courses rather
than as a replacement for core assigned readings the premise of the book is that
enhanced knowledge of the history of the public sector can help students of public
affairs design and manage successful programs
The Essential History of Mexico 2015-08-20 however widely and differently jacques
derrida may be viewed as a foundational french thinker the most basic questions
concerning his work still remain unanswered is derrida a friend of reason or philosophy
or rather the most radical of skeptics are language related themes writing semiosis his
central concern or does he really write about something else and does his thought form
a system of its own or does it primarily consist of commentaries on individual texts
this book seeks to address these questions by returning to what it claims is essential
history the development of derrida s core thought through his engagement with
husserlian phenomenology joshua kates recasts what has come to be known as the derrida
husserl debate by approaching derrida s thought historically through its development
based on this developmental work essential history culminates by offering discrete
interpretations of derrida s two book length 1967 texts interpretations that elucidate
the until now largely opaque relation of derrida s interest in language to his focus on
philosophical concerns a fundamental reinterpretation of derrida s project and the
works for which he is best known kates s study fashions a new manner of working with
the french thinker that respects the radical singularity of his thought as well as the
often different aims of those he reads such a view is in fact essential if derrida
studies are to remain a vital field of scholarly inquiry and if the humanities more
generally are to have access to a replenishing source of living theoretical concerns
Essential History for Public Administration 2018-03-01 ideal for high school and
college level readers as well as students attending military academies and general
audiences this encyclopedia covers the details of the persian gulf war as well as the
long term consequences and historical lessons learned from this important 20th century
conflict this encyclopedia provides a rich historical account of the persian gulf war
examining the conflict from a holistic perspective that addresses the details of the
military operations as well as the social political economic and cultural aspects of
the war the alphabetically arranged entries chart the events of the war provide cross
references and sources for additional study and identify the most important individuals
and groups associated with the conflict in addition it includes primary source
documents that will provide readers with valuable insights and foster their critical
thinking and historical reasoning skills the persian gulf war served as the first live
combat test of much of the united states then new high tech weaponry the war also held
many lessons about the play of national interests the process of coalition building the
need for effective communication and coordination and the role of individuals in
shaping history this book addresses all key battles the nations involved strategies



employed by both sides weapon systems used the role of the media the role played by
women and environmental and medical issues associated with the conflict
Essential History 2005-11-11 a full and authoritative illustrated history of russia s
army since the fall of the soviet union in 1991 including air assault and navy ground
forces since the collapse of the soviet union russia s army has undergone a turbulent
transformation from the scattered left overs of the old soviet military through a
period of shocking decay and demoralization to the disciplined force and sophisticated
hybrid war doctrine that enabled vladimir putin to seize crimea virtually overnight in
2014 using rare photographs and full colour images of the army in action profiles of
army leaders and defence ministers as well as orders of battle and details of their
equipment and dress this is a vivid account of the army s troubled history and of its
character capabilities and status written by an internationally respected author with
remarkable access to russian language sources and russian veterans this study is
essential reading for anyone wishing to understand the growing power of russia s
military
Persian Gulf War Encyclopedia 2014-08-20 everything that rises is bound to fall the
international system has been a stage for many states and different ideologies
witnessing their power struggles and efforts to ideological superiority for centuries
this new book tackles the foreign policy choices of the united states us which has
recently dominated the international system and the liberal world order that it has
sought to establish through its foreign policy the book addresses the hegemony debate
in the international system on a realistic axis it contributes to the literature by
critically examining recent academic work of experts in their fields as well as primary
resources that detail the national security strategies of the us including national
security policy documents executive orders archives of the white house interviews and
remarks by us presidents the book is thus a testament to the present state of affairs
during this pivotal juncture in the history of the us and the world order this book
also looks at the crisis in the liberal world system from the framework of the crises
that lie in the foreign policy of the us resulting in the collapsing of the liberal
world order it advocates in short this book presents a study of how and for what
purpose the liberal world order was established how it began to rise its connection
with the us hegemony how it has been shaken by various practices and whether it has
been successful so far presenting a perspective different from the leading figures of
the field of international relations such as mearsheimer walt waltz and gilpin this
book is written in an academic format aiming to be of special value to students of
american foreign policy foreign policy analysis globalization and world politics as
well as a valuable addition to college libraries and bookstores
Gulf War of 1991 2009 this in depth study of u s involvement in the modern middle east
carefully weighs the interplay of domestic cultural religious diplomatic international
and military events in one of the world s most troubled regions the monumental five
volume the encyclopedia of middle east wars the united states in the persian gulf
afghanistan and iraq conflicts is a must have resource for anyone seeking to comprehend
u s actions in this volatile region under the expert editorship of spencer c tucker the
encyclopedia traces 20th and 21st century u s involvement in the middle east and south
central asia concentrating on the last three decades beginning with the 1980 1988 iran
iraq war it covers the 1979 1989 soviet occupation of afghanistan the 1991 persian gulf
war allied punitive actions against iraq during the 1990s the afghanistan war the iraq
war and the global war on terror many smaller military actions against iran iraq libya
afghanistan and other regimes that have been involved in international terrorism are
also included diplomacy religion as it pertains to middle east conflict and social
cultural developments are other key subjects of analysis as is the interplay of
politics with military policy in the united states and other nations involved in the
region
The Modern Russian Army 1992–2016 2017-02-23 one of the most successful military
campaigns in american history was won with heavy firepower and high tech weaponry
readers explore the world of military machines and the science behind the united states
battles in the persian gulf full color photographs will show readers the airplanes
artillery and drones that powered the american attack firsthand accounts from soldiers
who developed and operated these weapons will help readers understand how the
development and application of technology can mean the difference between winning and
losing the biggest battles in history



The Rise and Fall of the Eagle 2024-04-09 drawing on many of the wars and peaces of
recent decades this book offers a persuasive new perspective on postwar justice in her
analysis wars of succession wars for territory and the political institutions that
precede and follow wars fixdal explores the outer limits of the idea that it is worth
paying almost any price for peace
The Encyclopedia of Middle East Wars [5 volumes] 2010-10-08 leading australian scholars
introduce a range of theories actors issues institutions and processes that animate
international relations today
Machines and Weaponry of the Gulf War 2013-01-01 though the current political situation
in palestine is more serious than ever contemporary palestinian art and film is
becoming paradoxically increasingly funny in laughter in occupied palestine chrisoula
lionis analyses both the impetus behind this shift toward laughter and its consequences
arguing that laughter comes as a response to political uncertainty and the decline in
nationalist hope revealing the crucial role of laughter in responding to the failure of
the peace process and ongoing occupation she unearths the potential of humour to
facilitate understanding and empathy in a time of division this is the first book to
provide a combined overview of palestinian art and film showing the ways in which both
art forms have developed in response to critical moments in palestinian history over
the last century these key moments lionis argues have radically transformed
contemporary palestinian collective identity and in turn palestinian cultural output
mapping these critical junctions beginning with the balfour declaration of 1917 to the
oslo accords in 1993 she explores the historical trajectory of palestinian art and film
and explains how to the failure of the peace process has led to the present
proliferation of humour in palestinian visual culture
Just Peace 2012-08-20 authoritative illustrated analysis of the history of the military
special forces units of the soviet union and russian federation when the shadowy
notorious spetsnaz were first formed they drew on a long soviet tradition of elite
behind the lines commando forces from world war ii and even earlier throughout the
1960s 70s they were instrumental both in projecting soviet power in the third world and
in suppressing resistance within the warsaw pact as a powerful but mysterious tool of a
world superpower the spetsnaz have inevitably become the focus of many tall tales in
the west in this book a peerless authority on russia s military special forces debunks
several of these myths uncovering truths that are often even more remarkable since the
chaotic dissolution of the ussr and the two chechen wars russian forces have seen
increasing modernization involving them ever more in power projection counter
insurgency and anti terrorism and the spetsnaz have been deployed as a spearhead in
virtually all of these operations this fully illustrated book packed with details such
as orders of battle equipment and operational doctrine offers a unique absorbing guide
to the secrets of the spetsnaz their most noteworthy missions and personalities
Introduction to International Relations 2007-09-12 in 1991 an ethnically diverse region
that had enjoyed decades of peaceful coexistence descended into bitter hatred and chaos
almost overnight communities fractured along lines of ethnic and religious affiliation
and the ensuing fighting was deeply personal resulting in brutality rape and torture
and ultimately the deaths of thousands of people this book examines the internal
upheavals of the former yugoslavia and their international implications including the
failure of the vance owen plan the first use of nato in a combat role and in peace
enforcement and the war in kosovo unsanctioned by the un but prosecuted by nato forces
to prevent the ethnic cleansing of the region
The School Librarian 2005 with updates from the author specially commissioned maps and
50 new images this is a concise overview of the tragic conflict in former yugoslavia
and its significant consequences in 1991 an ethnically diverse and peaceful region of
europe descended into violence lawlessness bitter hatred and chaos almost overnight to
the bewilderment of international observers communities fractured along lines of ethnic
and religious affiliation and the ensuing fighting was deeply personal resulting in
horrific brutality rape torture and genocide causing the deaths of thousands of people
in this book alastair finlan examines the internal upheavals of the former yugoslavia
and their international implications including the failure of the vance owen plan the
first use of nato in a combat role and in peace enforcement and the war in kosovo
unsanctioned by the un but prosecuted by nato forces to prevent the ethnic cleansing of
the region updated and revised with full colour maps and all new images throughout this
is an introduction to the brutal and bloody conflict in the former yugoslavia one of



the greatest yet least understood tragedies of the 20th century
Laughter in Occupied Palestine 2016-02-24 what is the role of the historical and
political novel in our lives is it just a story from the past or does it shape our
historical consciousness can we rely on the information within this type of fiction
according to many historicists we cannot however we can also question numerous
ideologically shaped history books that look more like fiction than scientific sources
hence historically and politically loaded fiction has an equal chance in the
formational process of our historical consciousness besides through satire and humor
which a scientist omits in a history book a novelist manages to affect its reader on a
different scale and leave a deeper trace as e l doctorow once stated the historian
tells you what happened the novelist will tell you what it felt like hence this study
analyzes several significant concepts such as historiography historical consciousness
power its elements and the way it operates traces major characteristics of historical
and political fiction and determines the role of satire within them eventually through
the analysis of several prominent contemporary novels it provides vivid examples of all
the concepts that have been discussed
Spetsnaz 2015-06-20 the first accessible reference to cover the history context current
issues and key concepts surrounding biological chemical and nuclear weapons a
collection of information on everything from aerosols to zones of peace these two
volumes cover historical background technology and strategic implications of biological
chemical and nuclear weapons thus providing facts terms and context needed to
participate in contemporary policy debate this encyclopedia is the only comprehensive
reference dedicated to the three types of weapons of mass destruction with over 500
entries arranged alphabetically volume one covers biological and chemical weapons while
volume two focuses on nuclear weapons experts from eight countries cover issues related
to these weapons policies strategies technologies delivery vehicles arms control
concepts treaties and key historical figures and locations entries are written to make
difficult concepts easy to understand by cutting through military and scientific jargon
students lay readers scientists and government policy makers are provided with the
broad range of information needed to place today s policy discussions in proper
strategic or historical context
The Collapse of Yugoslavia 1991–1999 2004-11-11 the oxford handbook on united nations
peacekeeping operations presents an innovative authoritative and accessible examination
and critique of the united nations peacekeeping operations since the late 1940s but
particularly since the end of the cold war peacekeeping has been a central part of the
core activities of the united nations and a major process in global security governance
and the management of international relations in general the volume will present a
chronological analysis designed to provide a comprehensive perspective that highlights
the evolution of un peacekeeping and offers a detailed picture of how the decisions of
un bureaucrats and national governments on the set up and design of particular un
missions were and remain influenced by the impact of preceding operations the volume
will bring together leading scholars and senior practitioners in order to provide
overviews and analyses of all 65 peacekeeping operations that have been carried out by
the united nations since 1948 as with all oxford handbooks the volume will be agenda
setting in importance providing the authoritative point of reference for all those
working throughout international relations and beyond
The Collapse of Yugoslavia 2022-03-15 fully illustrated with a mixture of dramatic
archive photos and manufacturers images this volume covers the little known history of
riot control vehicles it explores the world of these vehicles from 1945 through to the
present day from adapted military armoured cars such as the humber pig uk and brdm
soviet union to the fully computerized systems of the russian lavina uragan and
canadian inkas armored riot control vehicle showing how their development and
deployment has blurred the lines between civilian actions and military operations it
charts how the vehicles have evolved in terms of technology and layout and also details
how the associated weapon systems have been refined over time from water cannon and
tear gas launchers to subsonic sound waves and microwave energy the operational history
of the vehicles is explained in the dramatic context of major incidents across the
world from the streets of northern ireland and eastern europe to the favelas of brazil
and the battlegrounds of iraq
Politics, Satire, and Historical Consciousness in Contemporary American Novel
2022-11-01 first published in 2004 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa



company
Weapons of Mass Destruction [2 volumes] 2004-12-22 hilary weston writers trust prize
for nonfiction shortlisted on april 5 1999 serbian police found a truck half submerged
in the danube river when they looked inside they found it filled with human bodies
following orders they hid the truck and its contents two weeks later on the other side
of serbia the same thing happened the full picture would only emerge years later when
the international criminal tribunal for the former yugoslavia investigated and
prosecuted the chief architects of the ethnic cleansing of kosovo these cases which
formally came to a close in 2014 exposed a secret campaign to hide terrible crimes by
transporting and concealing the bodies of the dead in tell it to the world eliott behar
a former war crimes prosecutor tells the true story of what unfolded he examines the
causes and consequences of mass violence identifying a powerful and disturbing
connection between the justice we seek and the injustices we commit
The Oxford Handbook of United Nations Peacekeeping Operations 2015-07-09 in 1991 an
ethnically diverse region that had enjoyed decades of peaceful coexistence descended
into bitter hatred and chaos almost overnight communities fractured along lines of
ethnic and religious affiliation and the ensuing fighting was deeply personal resulting
in brutality rape and torture and ultimately the deaths of thousands of people this
book examines the internal upheavals of the former yugoslavia and their international
implications including the failure of the vance owen plan the first use of nato in a
combat role and in peace enforcement and the war in kosovo
Riot Control Vehicles 2015-02-20 why has the recent war in iraq been so contentious
whereas the first gulf war was supported by a broad coalition of nations why are they
of such global significance and how did the wars affect people on both sides of the
conflict this book seeks to relate the overall events and chronology of the wars and
shows their impact on everyday lives
The Plains Wars 1757-1900 2004-01-18 over the last 2 000 years critical innovations
have transformed small regions into global powers but these powers have faded when they
did not embrace the next big innovation gerard j tellis and stav rosenzweig argue that
openness to new ideas and people empowerment of individuals and competition are key
drivers in the development and adoption of transformative innovations these innovations
in turn fuel economic growth national dominance and global leadership in how
transformative innovations shaped the rise of nations tellis and rosenzweig examine the
transformative qualities of concrete in rome swift equine warfare in mongolia critical
navigational innovations in the golden ages of chinese venetian portuguese and dutch
empires the patent system and steam engine in britain and mass production in the united
states of america
Tell It to the World 2014-12-27 in this ambitious book some of the most distinguished
historians in the world survey the momentous events and the significant themes of
recent times with a look forward to what the future might bring early chapters take a
global overview of the century as a whole from a variety of perspectives demographic
scientific economic and cultural further chapters all written by acknowledged experts
chart the century s course region by region the oxford history of the twentieth century
is an invaluable repository of information and offers unparalleled insights on the
twentieth century
United States History - Part B 2022 traditional explorations of war look through the
lens of history and military science focusing on big events big battles and big
generals by contrast the sage encyclopedia of war social science perspective views war
through the lens of the social sciences looking at the causes processes and effects of
war and drawing from a vast group of fields such as communication and mass media
economics political science and law psychology and sociology key features include more
than 650 entries organized in an a to z format authored and signed by key academics in
the field entries conclude with cross references and further readings aiding the
researcher further in their research journeys an alternative reader s guide table of
contents groups articles by disciplinary areas and by broad themes a helpful resource
guide directing researchers to classic books journals and electronic resources for more
in depth study this important and distinctive work will be a key reference for all
researchers in the fields of political science international relations and sociology
The Collapse of Yugoslavia, 1991-1999 2013 what exactly is military history forty years
ago it meant battles campaigns great commanders drums and trumpets it was largely the
preserve of military professionals and was used to support national history and



nationalism now though the study of war has been transformed by the war and society
approach by the examination of identity memory and gender and a less euro centric and
more global perspective generally it is recognised that war and conflict must be
integrated into the wider narrative of historical development and this is why ian
becketts research guide is such a useful tool for anyone working in this growing field
it introduces students to all the key debates issues and resources while european and
global perspectives are not neglected there is an emphasis on the british experience of
war since 1500 this survey of british military history will be essential reading and
reference for anyone who has a professional or amateur interest in the subject and it
will be a valuable introduction for newcomers to it
The Gulf Wars with Iraq 2018-05-30 complex and unstable in 922 bc the kingdom of
ancient israel was divided into judah in the south and israel in the north for the next
200 years there was almost constant warring between these kingdoms and their neighbors
these bitter feuds eventually led to the collapse of israel leaving judah as a
surviving nation until the emergence of the babylonian empire the destruction of
jerusalem in 586 bc and the exile of the jewish people using ancient jewish biblical
and other contemporary sources this title examines the politics fighting and
consequences of israel s battles during this period focusing on the turbulent
relationship between the kingdoms of israel and judah this book explains israel s
complex often bloody foreign policy and provides a definitive history of these ancient
conflicts
How Transformative Innovations Shaped the Rise of Nations 2002-08-08 john r grodzinski
s volume in the routledge research guides to american military studies covers the
origins of the war of 1812 the major post revolutionary conflict fought between the
united states and the british empire providing a general overview of the significant
battles that occurred at sea and in the area of the present day great lakes and u s
canadian border the key features of this research guide are the bibliographical
elements namely lists of published books articles and on line resources pertaining to
the war of 1812 as well as references to archival resources available in the united
states united kingdom and canada the war of 1812 is a valuable supplementary resource
for institutional libraries on both sides of the atlantic
The Oxford History of Twentieth Century 2016-10-11 popular movies can enhance the study
of history a dominant form of entertainment throughout the 20th century they can serve
as nontraditional primary sources and offer remarkable opportunities to observe
attitudes about social concerns gender or racial issues politics and historical events
that were current when the movies were made this book is a topical guide for educators
providing detailed analysis of 35 movies followed by discussion questions that will
help students interpret how each movie s content and themes reflect the times when it
was made the book covers four main topics the great depression world war ii the early
years of the cold war and the changing expectations and images of women in movies from
1930 to 1970 an historical overview chronicles how each topic was treated in movies
from that time period the movies should have wide appeal in grades 7 through 12 and can
help students learn to think more critically about the images and messages that appear
in popular media today
The SAGE Encyclopedia of War: Social Science Perspectives 2016-06-30 an amusing really
account of the murderous ways of despots slave traders blundering royals gladiators and
assorted hordes new york times evangelists of human progress meet their opposite in
matthew white s epic examination of history s one hundred most violent events or in
white s piquant phrasing the numbers that people want to argue about reaching back to
the second persian war in 480 bce and moving chronologically through history white
surrounds hard facts time and place and succinct takeaways who usually gets the blame
with lively military social and political histories
A Guide to British Military History 2007-02-27 superpower relations and the cold war
1941 91 ebook is part of oxford s brand new edexcel gcse history series this digital
textbook series provides the most up to date edexcel exam practice and a tried and
trusted accessible approach to help students get the best grades they are capable of
and enjoy their history lessons this digital textbook is written as part of our
commitment to the inclusive presentation of diverse histories and developed by a team
of practising teachers with edexcel examining experience and led by aaron wilkes head
of history pgce history lead and trusted author this period study takes a closer look
at the relations between east and west over a 50 year period the events that led to the



cold war crisis and the eventual collapse of the soviet union exam style questions nail
it features and carefully sources and interpretations help students prepare for their
edexcel exam meanwhile later on and earlier on features help students make connections
across time periods how to exam practice pages provide step by step accessible ways to
practise essential history skills perfect for use alongside kerboodle which is packed
full of auto marked quizzes exam practice film clips of interviews with historians and
continuing exam support we are working towards endorsement of this digital textbook
from edexcel
Ancient Israel at War 853–586 BC 2008-03-25 was the twentieth century the most violent
in history are religions or tyrants capitalism or communism the cause of most human
suffering has violence increased or decreased over the course of history in this wholly
original and remarkably ambitious work atrocitologist matthew white considers man s
inhumanity to man across several thousand years of history from the first punic war and
the collapse of mayan rule to the reign of peter the great and the cataclysmic events
of the second world war white s epic book spans centuries and civilisations as it
measures the hundred most violent events in human history while sceptical of any grand
theory for the causes of human violence white does share three big lessons gleaned from
his careful statistical analysis one chaos is more deadly than tyranny two the world is
even more disorganised than we realise and three wars kill more civilians than soldiers
in fact the army is usually the safest place to be if we study history to avoid the
mistakes of the past then there can be no more important place to start than this eye
opening and entertaining book
The War of 1812 2014-04-22 now in its 50th edition this title continues to provide the
most up to date geo political and economic information for this important world area
covers the middle east and north africa from algeria to yemen offers quick access to a
wide range of data accurately and impartially records the latest political and economic
developments provides comprehensive data on all major organizations in the region
general survey introductory essays covering topics relating to the region as a whole
including arab israeli relations 1967 2003 the jerusalem issue documents on palestine
the removal of saddam hussain and the deconstruction of iraq natural gas in the middle
east and north africa oil in the middle east and north africa and islamic banking and
finance country surveys individual chapters on each country containing articles on
geography recent history and economy an economic and demographic survey using all the
latest available statistics on population agriculture industry finance trade transport
tourism and education directory sections with names addresses and contact numbers
covering the constitution government legislature judiciary political organizations
diplomatic representation religious groups the media finance trade and industry
including petroleum and tourism regional information includes all major international
organizations active in the region their aims activities publications and principal
personnel research institutes specializing in the region bibliographies of books and
periodicals covering the middle east and north africa
Movies as History 2011-11-07
Atrocities: The 100 Deadliest Episodes in Human History 2022-04-28
Edexcel GCSE History (9-1): Superpower relations and the Cold War 1941-91 eBook
2011-10-20
Atrocitology 2003-10-30
The Middle East and North Africa 2004
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